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Plain Language Summary: Future change of Rossby wave breaking (RWB) frequency over the
middle North Pacific (MNP) in August under global warming and related features of large-scale
atmospheric circulation are examined using large-ensemble simulations of current and future
climates with a global circulation model. The main findings are summarized as follows.

Figure 1. RWB frequencies (%) averaged over 25o–45oN in August for current and future experiments
during the 60-yr period from 1951 to 2010 and from 2051 to 2110, respectively. Black and red lines
indicate ensemble mean RWB frequencies in the current and the future experiments, respectively.
Gray and light red bars denote the standard deviations for interannual variability of each RWB
frequency for all ensemble members in the current and the future experiments during the 60-yr
period, respectively. Green shadings denote longitudinal area where future changes of the RWB
frequency are significant with a confidence level of 95 %.

 The RWB frequency in the future climate shows significant decreases over the MNP, compared to
that in the current climate.
 The large-scale atmospheric circulation in the upper troposphere in the future climate indicates a
significant weakening of the Asian summer monsoon circulation and the consequent southward
shifted Asian jet, resulting in the decreased RWB frequency over the MNP through reduced
diffluence and deceleration of the jet over the region.
 Rossby wave propagation over Eurasia and the North Pacific in mid-latitudes is also clearly
reduced in the future climate, consistent with the decreased RWB frequency over the MNP.
 Correlation analysis and quasi-geostrophic diagnosis further indicate that the decreased RWB
frequency over the MNP has a dynamical impact on suppressed convective activities east of the
Philippines in the future climate, through the weakened extension of the Mid-Pacific trough and
the consequent weakening of dynamically induced ascent east of the Philippines.

